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ABSTRACT

The internet of things (IoT) is the network of physical objects accessed through the 
internet that can identify themselves to other devices and use embedded technology to 
interact with internal states or external conditions. The IoT is an environment where 
an object that can represent itself becomes greater by connecting to surrounding 
objects and the extensive data flowing around it. The number of internet of things 
(IoT) devices will reach more than 15 billion units by 2021, according to research 
from Juniper. As businesses and consumers accelerate adoption, we’re now on the 
cusp of an IoT revolution. The chapter walks through the security problems that are 
seen with IoT devices that continues to highlight how vulnerable these devices are 
when faced with modern, sophisticated cyber threats. Further, the authors discuss 
how to solve these security challenges presented by the internet of things.
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INTRODUCTION

Human beings were given capable and inquisitive minds, so they endlessly seek 
better ways of doing things. This kind of drive, along with an inborn curiosity and a 
strong drive to unlock the secrets of nature, has created a steady stream of technical 
innovations over the ages. These ground-breaking efforts have focused on the means 
for endurance, comfort, and accumulation of wealth--with the hierarchy of needs 
extending from physical basics of existence to higher-level wants associated with self-
actualization. A principal push of innovation today carries on toward technological 
advances that enhance the productivity of labour and free humans of tasks done more 
economically by machines. A great insatiable appetite for convenience, comfort, 
and entertainment products and services, as well as for means to overcome natural 
barriers like geography and travel time, creates a regular pull on technology. The 
pull is especially strong in areas relating to the quality of life, and there have been 
many technological innovations to meet that require. But the opportunities are far 
from exhausted.

Between society’s hottest demands on technology is good for the means to handle 
the huge amount of information made by modem life. This kind of information 
explosion stems from complex business practices, new residential services, 
substantially increased record keeping through comprehensive data bases, and the 
globalization of our advanced society. The information technology has evolved over 
many years to help a growing portion of the work force devoted to the generation.

Every baby given birth to today under western culture has a life span of around 
100 years, which means it will be alive in 2110. It can practically impossible to 
predict in greater detail life in 2110. However, what we can endeavour to speculation 
centred on existing drifts is that humans will still inhabit the planet, as drive animals, 
and we will be combined by simple natural being premeditated naturally in lab, and 
of course, machines. Equipment will roam the planet, working in factories, taking 
our children to college, delivering babies, cleaning the streets, and other such tasks, 
which will make them seemingly indispensable to us (Parag et al, 2016).

We how to start how superior these machines will be a century from today. Some 
might continue as dumb machines like the methods we have now, assiduously screwing 
on the caps of Coke containers. Or they might be humanoid robots that look like 
us and nurse our elderly parents. The cumulative erudition of Technology from the 
steam engine and encounter of electricity to telecommunications, the Internet and 
biotechnology is seen as a haphazard confluence of the breakthroughs of geniuses 
-- or it might be seen as an evolutionary pattern.

Technology, spawns’ new generations of products by using existing components, 
a phenomenon this individual calls combinatorial evolution. The change in ‘species’ 
can thus be quite significant in a short period of time. The evolution of technology 
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